Mondopad
Flexible, collaborative touchscreen solutions
that work the way you do

Collaboration that Fits
The Mondopad family of touchscreen collaboration solutions help teams work together
more efficiently—in the same room or around the world. Collaborate visually, capture and
share information, bridge communication gaps, and strengthen teams to do better work
in less time. Available with an array of features and sizes, Mondopad offers a collaboration
solution that meets the unique needs of your team and your meeting space.

Mondopad Ultra
Premium, high performance collaboration
•

Seamlessly integrated, complete touchscreen
collaboration solution

•

Native HD video calling and data sharing

•

Digital whiteboard and document annotation

•

Built on a powerful Intel i7-based Windows 10 PC

•

Includes 4K camera and microphone array

Mondopad Launch
Start meetings quickly with the tools you choose
•

Video conferencing ready – includes 4K camera and
microphone array

•

Digital whiteboard and document annotation

•

Share content wirelessly from any device

•

Add your favorite software, apps, and tools

•

Built on an Intel i5-based Windows 10 PC

Mondopad Core
Essential collaboration tools
•

Interactive digital whiteboard and document
annotation

•

Share content wirelessly from any device

•

View and present documents, photos, and video

•

Available with OPS PC

Powerful Presentation & Collaboration Tools
Whether you’re outfitting a boardroom or a small huddle space, every Mondopad includes a suite of
collaboration features to make every meeting more productive.
•

Share content wirelessly from any device

•

Draw or write on a digital whiteboard

•

Annotate over documents

•

View documents, photos, videos and other files

•

Browse the web

•

Forget the remote — manage your display
or change sources, volume, level, and
settings with Total Touch Control™

Bring Your Own Device
Securely connect and share content from PCs,
Macs, tablets or smartphones – making meetings
more collaborative and productive.
•

Connect and share content from any computer
or mobile device

•

Remotely control the screen from your own
device (Mondopad Ultra)

•

Internet-based connections for guest support
(Mondopad Launch)

Capture Ideas on an Interactive
Whiteboard

View, Annotate, and Share

Brainstorm, save, and share your ideas on an interactive
whiteboard without borders or barriers.

Never lose an idea. Quickly and easily take notes on
anything you’re presenting and then save the changes.

•

Create and draw on a giant multi-screen canvas

•

Capture, save, and email whiteboard notes directly from the
Mondopad

•

Mark-up documents, images, web pages, or videos

•

Save your notes as an image and email it directly from the
Mondopad

•

Paste backgrounds and images onto a whiteboard and annotate
on top

•

Manage common or secure files accessed by email, office
network, USB drives, and cloud-based services like Dropbox

•

Write or draw with a complete collection of digital pens, shapes,
lines, and colors

“With the unique ability of the Mondopad to draw and annotate, our
personnel in their respective classrooms can see anything the instructor
is talking about.”
— Mike Heimbecker, Fire Inspector, Addison Fire Protection District

Mondopad ULTRA
Part Numbers: INF55MU01, INF65MU01, INF75MU01, INF86MU01

Premium, high performance collaboration
Mondopad Ultra is the complete, all-in-one touchscreen collaboration system for efficient face-to-face
collaboration with people anywhere around the globe. Choose Mondopad Ultra to video conference,
whiteboard, share data, and more—all from one seamlessly integrated platform.

Key Features:
• Native HD video conferencing and data sharing
• Interactive digital whiteboard and document annotation
• Wireless content sharing from any device
• Screen capture and annotation for all video sources
• Complete InFocus Mondopad software suite, plus
Microsoft Office
• Built on an 7th generation Intel i7-based Windows 10 Pro PC
• Change source and setting on screen with Total Touch Control
• Available in 55-, 65-, 75-, or 86-inch models, each with a
4K anti-glare display
• Includes 4K camera, microphone, and wireless keyboard
with integrated touchpad
• ConX Cloud video conferencing subscription included

Video Connect to the World
Bring people together instantly from anywhere in the world to
visually collaborate on the same content. Use ConX Cloud, the
easy cloud-based video collaboration service from InFocus that
works with any mobile device, PC, or Mac—as well as other SIP
and H.323 endpoints—or add the video conferencing platform of
your choice. Mondopad Ultra includes a complimentary 3-seat,
1-year subscription to ConX Cloud.

Brainstorm & Share Ideas
Through the Cloud
Mondopad Ultra supports ConX Whiteboard, which enables you
and co-workers in other locations to interact and share ideas on
a Mondopad Ultra whiteboard, at the same time. Using your
Mondopad Ultra and your ConX Cloud login credentials, join a
ConX Whiteboard session and just start drawing. Everyone can
see the same whiteboard screen, and each participant can draw
or write in a different color, or insert text or images. ConX
Whiteboard works in conjunction with ConX Cloud, or on its
own with any other video conferencing solution.

See faces and content side by side with dual-stream video
conferencing capabilities, or split them onto a second touch
display — Mondopad Ultra displays video conferencing
windows while Mondopad Core shows content.

Connect Instantly to your
Office 365 Account
Access your Office 365 account quickly and securely on any
Mondopad Ultra.* Utilize the new Mondopad Ultra mobile app
from your personal device to easily share information from your
email and attachments, your calendar, documents stored on your
OneDrive account, SharePoint, and more—so that you can start
meetings and get to work faster.
*Available on Mondopad Ultra 3.0 software; check your Mondopad Ultra for software updates.

Mondopad LAUNCH
Part Numbers: INF55ML01, INF65ML01, INF75ML01, INF86ML01

Start meetings quickly with the tools you choose
Mondopad Launch is the fastest path to more productive meetings. Fully configurable and video
conferencing-ready, Mondopad Launch offers a touchscreen display, a built-in whiteboard, multi-user
casting, and a custom meeting launch interface—so that you can quickly access your favorite apps or
tools in any group workspace.

Key Features:
• Fully configurable – add your favorite software & apps,
such as Skype or Zoom
• Interactive digital whiteboard and document annotation
• Multi-user casting from any device
• Video collaboration ready – comes with 4K camera
and microphone
• Customizable meeting launch interface
• Screen capture and annotation for all video sources
• Built on an 7th generation Intel i5-based Windows 10 Pro PC
• Change source and setting on screen with Total
Touch Control

Designed for the Group Workspace
Mondopad Launch is the configurable solution for organizations
that need easy access to key software and tools—such as video
conferencing services, presentation tools, project management
software, and more—in a shared group workspace. Easily
access your key software and apps, as well as preloaded
collaboration tools, from a customizable meeting interface
with large, convenient buttons, to start meetings quickly and
then easily reset the touchscreen for the next meeting.

Customize Your Meeting Interface

• Available in 55-, 65-, 75-, or 86-inch models, each with
a 4K anti-glare display
• Includes wireless keyboard with integrated touchpad

Powerful, Multi-User Casting
Montage, from DisplayNote, offers simple but powerful casting so
that you can easily share content wirelessly from your laptop or
mobile device. Montage allows up to six people to cast content
simultaneously. The main user at the screen can choose which user
to show as the active screen, and other users can then annotate
from their personal device on to the casted image for all to see.

QuickLaunch allows you to add links to your favorite
collaboration software, apps, and services directly to the home screen,
enabling you to easily access key tools and start meetings quickly.
QuickLaunch provides a wide range of configuration options, allowing
you to customize the look and feel of your Mondopad Launch home
screen to meet the unique needs of your organization.
Mondopad Launch includes the Standard Edition of
QuickLaunch. Upgrade to the Professional Edition to add a meeting
room calendar to the home screen of your Mondopad Launch. Scheduled
video calls are then easily accessible via a large button within the
calendar appointment so that you can instantly join your video call.

QuickLaunch Professional Edition

Mondopad CORE
Part Numbers: INF55MC01, INF65MC01, INF75MC01, INF86MC01

Essential tools for collaboration
Mondopad Core is the easiest way to share information and ideas in your meeting space. Draw or
write on a digital whiteboard, share content wirelessly, or browse the web—Mondopad Core is the
simple, affordable way to outfit any space with the most essential collaboration tools.

Key Features:
• Interactive touch panel with multiple video inputs
and multiple touch ports
• OPS bay for optional Intel-based Windows 10 PC
• Embedded Android for secure, reliable essential apps
• Digital whiteboard and document annotation
• Wireless content sharing from any device
• Screen capture and annotation for all video sources
• Change source and setting on screen with Total
Touch Control
• Available in 55-, 65-, 75-, or 86-inch models, each 		
with a 4K anti-glare display
• Includes wireless keyboard with integrated touchpad*

Outfit Your Meeting Space with Touch
Mondopad Core combines a business-grade touchscreen with
embedded Android and a suite of essential collaboration tools for
casting, whiteboarding, viewing documents, and browsing the
web. Select Mondopad Core to make any space meeting-ready—
from conference rooms, to libraries, to public meeting areas,
huddle spaces, and more.

Add the Power of a PC
Upgrade to a Mondopad Core with an 7th generation Intel i7 PC to
build a more powerful touchscreen solution for your specific need.
Maximize the power of Windows 10 Pro on a fluid, multi-touch
screen to bring your special application to life in any setting.

*Wireless keyboard included with PC model only.

Mondopad Core with PC Part Numbers:
INF55MC31, INF65MC31, INF75MC31, INF86MC31

Accessories / Solutions
InFocus products work together so you can collaborate effectively in and out of the conference room.

Video and Audio Solutions
Provide and capture the best views and sounds in the room for efficient and
clear communication.
4K Video Camera & Microphone Array (HW-CAMERA-4): Vivid 4K video camera and microphone array
with dual-channel differential MIC inputs to reduce background noise.

4K Camera

Thunder Speakerphone (INA-TH150): VoiceAware anti-echo & noise-reducing technology
for any size meeting room.

Video Conferencing and Data Sharing Solutions
Collaborate with multiple participants and share faces and data on-demand.
SimpleShare (INA-SIMS1): A true cable replacement, SimpleShare is the easiest, most direct way to wirelessly
share videos, presentations, documents, and more—with no software to install.

SimpleShare

SimpleShare Presentation System (INA-SIMPS1): Complete wireless SimpleShare conference room solution
that includes 3 transmitters and a charging station.
SimpleShare Touch Presentation System (INA-SIMINT1): Complete wireless SimpleShare conference room
solution that supports up to 3 presenters with wireless touch control from the display panel. Includes 3 touch
transmitters and a charging station.
ConX Cloud: Secure cloud-based video meeting rooms for large groups on nearly any device.
121 Premium (IN121PRM-1Y): Add 4-way video conferencing and custom SIP address capabilities to your Mondopad.
Customize SIP addresses with your domain name with IN121PRM-DOM.

SimpleShare
Presentation System

Display & PC Solutions
Enhance the usability and power of Mondopad with these solutions.
Dual Screen Display: Extend your Mondopad’s desktop to a second touch display and show two apps at
once; see your InFocus reseller for more information.
Mondopad Ultra Replacement PC (PC-i7OPSKL-MUWW): Back up your Mondopad Ultra PC or switch
between two different configurations.

Thunder
Speakerphone

Mondopad Launch Replacement PC (PC-i5OPSKL-ML): Back up your Mondopad Launch PC or switch
between two different configurations.

Mounting Solutions
Mount your Mondopad on the wall or on a cart and roll it wherever it’s needed to maximize its versatility.
MODEL

55-inch

65-inch

75-inch

Wall Mounts

86-inch

INF-WALLMNT2

Mobile Carts

INF-MOBCART, INF-MOBCARTPRO-B, INA-MCARTDX

INA-MCARTDX

Floor Stand

INF-FLRSTND

N/A

Accessory Trays

INF-ACCYSHELF, INF-ACCYSHELFPRO-B
INA-MNTBB70

Lift Assist Mounts

INA-MNTBB95

INA-CARTBB, INA-SUPPORTBB, INA-VESABB

INA-CARTBB, INA-VESABB

INF-PTZMNTU, INF-VIDSHELF2 (attach to INF-WALLMNT2 or INF-MOBCARTPRO-B)

Camera Shelves

INF-VIDSHELF (attach to INF-MOBCART or INF-FLRSTND)

N/A

Warranty, Maintenance and Training Services
Get the most out of your Mondopad and protect your investment with these valuable services.
MODEL
Extended Hardware and
Software Warranty Plans
Maintenance Plans
(includes software & calling)
Training Services

55-inch

65-inch

75-inch

86-inch

Extended warranty plans are available for all panel sizes in all three Mondopad product lines. Visit infocus.com or talk to your InFocus reseller for more information.
INS-MAINTPL1, INS-MAINTPL2
INS-VTRAINING2, INS-VTRAINING4

Specifications*
DISPLAY

Mondopad Ultra

Mondopad Launch

Sizes

Mondopad Core

55", 65", 75", 86"

Resolution

4K (3840 x 2160)

Anti-Glare

Yes plus anti-fingerprint coating

Refresh Rate

60 Hz

Viewing Angle

178°H / 178°W

Pixel Pitch

0.429 mm

Response Time

8 ms

Contrast Ratio

1,200:1

Panel Brightness Lifetime

50,000 hours

Video Input Compatibility

Full NTSC, 480i, 480p, 720p, 1080i, 1080p, 4K

Touch Screen

Multi-touch system with support for 10-point gestures

Scratch Resistance

7 Mohs

Glass Strength

4mm thick, heat treated

Speakers (Integrated)

Stereo 10W x 2

Power

PC
Processor

AC 100 to 240V, 50/60Hz

Mondopad Ultra

Mondopad Launch

Mondopad Core - with PC

i7-7500U Intel® HD Graphics 620

i5-7200U Intel® HD Graphics 620

i7-7500U Intel® HD Graphics 620

Memory

8 GB DDR4 RAM

Hard Drive

SSD 256 GB

LAN (2x)

802.3 10/100/1000 Base-T with Wake on LAN

Wi-Fi

Dual band 802.11 a/b/g/n MIMO PCIe half mini card, 2.4 GHz with Intel, AMT support

Inputs

USB 3.0 Type-A x2 (on PC), Ethernet (RJ45 x 2), 3.5mm audio input (stereo)

Outputs

HDMI out

Bluetooth

None

Operating System
Included Software

SYSTEM
Product
Dimensions (W x D x H)
Product Weight
Shipping Dimensions
(W x D x H)
Shipping Weight - when
shipped with PC, camera,
and keyboard

Windows 10 Pro 64-bit / Android 5.0
Microsoft Office Home & Business 2016,
Mondopad Software Suite

QuickLaunch, Montage, InFocus BigNote

N/A

55-inch

65-inch

75-inch

86-inch

50.8 x 4.2 x 30.8 in /
1290 x 105.7 x 782.6 mm

59.5 x 4.8 x 35 in /
1510.5 x 122 x 886.5 mm

68.4 x 4.4 x 41.6 in /
1736.8 x 111 x 1055.4 mm

78.3 x 4.6 x 47.3 in /
1990 x 116 x 1201 mm

84 lbs / 38 kg

117 lbs / 53 kg

139 lbs / 63 kg

184.5 lbs / 83.7 kg

59.8 x 9.6 x 38 in /
1520 x 245 x 965 mm

69.5 x 12.6 x 45.9 in /
1765 x 320 x 1165 mm

74 x 11 x 45.7 in /
1880 x 280 x 1160 mm

86.6 x 14.2 x 58.7 in /
2200 x 360 x 1490 mm

110 lbs / 49.9 kg

152 lbs / 68.9 kg

182 lbs / 82.6 kg

249 lbs / 112.9 kg

Inputs

HDMI x 4, VGA, RJ45, PC audio
in (stereo, VGA audio source),
component video, composite video,
1/8” microphone (mono linked to
OPS), RS232, USB 2.0 x 2, USB 3.0 x
2, OPS PC USB x 2, RCA Audio (L/R,
link to component and composite
video), media USB (Android)

HDMI x 5, VGA, RJ45, PC audio in (stereo, VGA audio source), component video, composite video,
1/8” microphone (mono linked to OPS), RS232, USB 2.0 x 2, USB 3.0 x 2, OPS PC USB x 2,
RCA Audio (L/R, link to component and composite video), media USB (Android)

Outputs

HDMI out, USB-B x 2 for touchscreen
control, 3.5mm PC audio, 3.5mm
headphone, SPDIF, RCA audio (L/R),
RS232

HDMI out, USB-B x 5 for touchscreen control, 3.5mm PC Audio, 3.5mm headphone, SPDIF, RCA audio (L/R), RS232

Brightness
Mount
Accessories Included**

350 cd/m2
VESA 300 x 300mm, M6 screws

400 cd/m2

VESA 400 x 600mm, M8 screws

VESA 400 x 700mm, M8 screws

Camera with microphone array (Mondopad Ultra & Launch only), wireless keyboard with integrated touchpad (Mondopad Ultra, Launch,
and Core with PC only - where allowed), stylus, USB Wi-Fi adapter, HDMI cable, USB cable, power cord, remote, quick setup guide

Operating Temp.
Max Power Consumption
(without PC)

450 cd/m2
VESA 400 x 400mm, M8 screws

41 to 95°F at 0 to 10K ft / 5 to 35°C at 0 to 3,048 m
140W max

230W max

Noise

400W max

440W max

<40dBA @ 77°F / 25°C

* Product specifications, terms, and offerings are subject to change at any time without notice. ** Keyboard and touchpad may not be shipped to all countries.
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